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SCHUR INDICES AND SUMS OF SQUARES

BURTON FEINl

ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group of exponent n, F a field of

characteristic zero, f a primitive nth root of unity, and suppose that

the Sylow 2-subgroup of the Galois group of F(e) over F is cyclic.

Let X be an absolutely irreducible character of C. Strengthening a

recent result of Goldschmidt and Isaacs, it is shown that if — 1 is a

sum of two squares in F, then the Schur index of X  over F is odd.

In [6], Goldschmidt and Isaacs proved the following striking generaliza-

tion of the splitting field theorems of Fong, Roquette, Solomon, and Yamada:

Theorem 1 (Goldschmidt-Isaacs). Let G be a finite group of exponent n

and let F be a field of characteristic zero. Suppose for some prime p that a

Sylow p-subgroup P of the Galois group Gal(E("\/T)/F) is cyclic. If 2| \P\,

assume also that yj — 1 £ F. Then the Schur index over F of every absolutely

irreducible character of G is relatively prime to p.

In their paper, Goldschmidt and Isaacs conjecture that the hypothesis

that V~ 1 £ F if 2| |P| can be replaced by the weaker requirement that — 1

is a sum of two squares in F if 2| \P\.   We prove their conjecture in this note.

We denote the set of absolutely irreducible characters  of G by Irr(G).

For  x e kt(G), we denote the Schur index of x over F by mp(x).   f   will

denote a primitive rath root of unity.   If A and B ate finite dimensional

central simple E-algebras, we write A ^ B if A and B ate similar in the

Brauer group of F.   AT will denote A ® A ® ... ® A, r times.

Theorem 2.   Let F be a field of characteristic zero such that - I is a

sum of two squares in F and let G be a finite group of exponent n.   Assume

that the Sylow 2-subgroup of Gal(E(e )/E) is cyclic and let x £ Irr(G).

Then mp(x) zs °dd.
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Proof.  Since mp(x) " mp(x\(x)> we may assume that F(x) = E.   In

view of Theorem 1, we may assume that \J— 1 ^ E.   Since there is nothing

to prove if mp(x) is odd, we assume that 2\m   (x).   Let Q denote the

rational field and let E = QU ) n F.   Let L be the subfield of Q(e ) such

that LDE,[L:£] is odd, and  [Q(( ) : L] is a power of 2.   Since Q(f ) is

a splitting field for x> mt_(x) 1S a P°wer of 2.   If mL(x) = 1> then  rnLp(x) =

1 which would imply that mp(x) is odd.   If 4|»zL(x), then  V~ 1 6 L  by the

Benard-Schacher theorem [2, Theorem l].   But then  \J— 1 £ LF  and so,

since  [LF : L] = [L :F]  is odd, we would have \f—~T £ F, contrary to our

assumption.   We conclude that m, (x) = 2.

By the Brauer-Witt theorem  [lO, §2], [9] there is a hyperelementary

subgroup H oí G and L, £ lii(H) with the following properties:

(1) there is a normal subgroup N of H and a linear character ip- of N

such that £ = i/y   ;

(2) H/N a Gal(L(</y)/L);

(3) E(0=E;

(4) mj0=2;

(5) the simple component A of the group algebra of H over L corre-

sponding to C is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra (L(ift)/L, o, e ) where

(a) = Gal(L(i/>)/L) and ef e L; and

(6) the simple component B of the group algebra of G over L corre-

sponding to y is similar to A.

Since rn,(¿,) = 2, A has index 2.   Since L is an algebraic number field,

A has exponent 2 in the Brauer group of L [l, Chapter 9].   Since   AT   ^

(L(ifj)/L, a, ¿) ^ L, we see that r is even.   Since \J-1 i E and [L : E] is

odd, v^-T if L so r = 2s where s is odd.   We have A ~ (L(ifr)/L, o, - 1) ®L

(L(if,)/L, 0, (s).   Since A2 ^ L ^ (L(i/})/L, ct, í__)2 and (L(¡/>)/L, er, ̂ f - L,

(L(ij,)/L, a,es)^ L.   Thus A ^ (L(ifj)/L, a, - 1).

By (6) the simple component of the group algebra of G over LE corre-

sponding to x is similar to B ®L LF and so B ®L LE /, LE.   By (5),

A  ®L LF ■/, LF.   Let D denote the usual quaternion algebra over 2, i.e.

D = (Q(yJ-Y)/Q, t, - 1).   A field K splits D if and only if - 1 is a sum of two

squares in K.   We will obtain a contradiction to the assumptions A ®L LF </,

LF and - 1 is a sum of two squares in E by proving that A ^ D ®„  L.

Let K be a finite extension of L, [K: L] < 2, in which - 1 is a sum of

two squares.   We will prove that K is a splitting field for A.   If   K = L(\J— 1),

this follows from Theorem 1.   Suppose K/ L(\J- 1).   By [5], \J-1 £ Q(e  ).
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Since  Gal(2(f )/L)  is a cyclic 2-group, K(y/— 1) is the unique quadratic

extension of K in K(i/>).   A ®L K ~ (L(ifj)/L, a, - 1) ®L X ■>, (K(xfj)/K, a,

— 1).   To prove that (K(i/>)/L, a, - 1) ^ K    we   must   show   that  - 1 e

iVK. ,. /K(X(i/>)) where N    ^. ,K denotes the norm from   K(i/0 to K.   By the

Hasse norm theorem, -le ^„,,},K(K(ifr)) if and only if — 1 is a local norm

at every prime of K [8, Theorem 4.5l.   Since - 1 is a sum of two squares in

K, this also holds in every completion of K and so all archimedean primes

of K ate complex.   Thus we need only consider finite primes of K.   We

calculate with the local norm residue symbol  (- 1, K(if/)/K)   for any prime

n of K [7, Chapter 12, §2].   (- 1, K(ifj)/K)n = 1  if and only if - 1 is a local

norm at n Yl, Theorem 12-2-4].   We first consider extensions of 2.

Let n extend the rational prime 2.   By [4, Theorem l], VK^'.QA is

even.   We have

(-1, Kty)/K)n={NK /Q (-1), Qty)/Q)2
n     2

= (-f »'   2 ,Qbp)/Q)7 =(1, Qty)/ß), = l
[K„:Qj

by [7, Proposition 12-2-5].   This - 1 is a local norm at n for n extending 2.

Since — 1 is a unit, (- 1, K(ifj)/K)   = 1 if n is unramified from K to

K(t/f) [8, Proposition 3.HL   Thus we may restrict our attention to those

primes n of K where n extends the rational odd prime p, p\n, and where n is

ramified from K to K(t/r).   In particular, K(e ) / K.

As noted previously, K(yJ— 1) is the unique quadratic extension of K in

K(\p).   Suppose p = 3 (mod 4).   Then  K(e ) = K(V- 1) so n is unramified

from K to K(e ).   Since  /((i/O is an extension of K by roots of unity, n is

unramified from K to K(ifj).   Thus we need only consider the case when

p = 1 (mod 4).

Since p s 1 (mod 4), e4 6 2    [8, Corollary 3.7].     By   Theorem   1,

m K  (£)=T and so (- 1, K(tf/)/K)   =1.   This completes the proof that if - 1
n

is a sum of two squares in K, [K: L] < 2, then K splits A.   In particular,

- 1 is not a sum of two squares in L and so D ®_  L is a division algebra.

Let D. be the division algebra component of A.   By [3, Corollary 2],

DQ = D ®     L  if and only if D    and D ®     L have precisely the same set

of maximal subfields.   A field K is a maximal subfield of D ®„  L  if and

only if  [iv : L] = 2 and — 1 is a sum of two squares in K.   As seen above,

such fields split A and so are maximal subfields of D Q.   Conversely, let

[K: L] =2, K a splitting field for A.   We must show that - 1 is a, sum of
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two squares in K.   If K = L(y/—-1) we are done, so assume K /= L(\J— 1).

Then (K(if/)/K, a, - 1) ~ K and so - 1 is a norm from K(ifj) to K.   Since

K(if/) D K(yJ- 1) D K, - 1  is a norm from K(\J- 1) to K, proving that - 1 is a

sum of two squares in K.   This proves that DQ = D ®„ L and completes

the proof of Theorem 2.
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